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ABSTRACT 
Search is near-ubiquitous in human society, being used for 
entertainment, health, financial and business information 
seeking. Traditional methods of search evaluation have assumed 
that searchers move forward through search results in a linear 
manner; early eye tracking studies have suggested the same. 
Recent research, though, including eye-tracking data, has 
demonstrated a number of counter-cases, particularly for search 
in complex conditions. These examples highlight how little we 
understand where humans look or what they are doing when 
examining search results: in this paper we undertake a broad 
survey of the literature to refine this research question, and 
suggest avenues for developing a model of behaviour. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Google alone processes 3.5 billion queries per day, or 1.2 trillion 
queries per year 1. When the queries on other public search sites, 
e.g. Baidu, Yahoo or Bing are added, the total tops 6.6 billion 2. 
This is more than one query per day for every literate human 
over the age of 143. When we consider searches on other 
services—local file systems, library services, enterprise search, 
etc. [1]—it is fair to say that search is a ubiquitous human 
activity. Given the ubiquity of search, our understanding of 
search behaviour is almost bizarre in its simplicity.  

If you ask users how they look at a page of internet search 
results, they will likely tell you they start at the top, hoping the 
first one will answer their requirements, and—if their need is not 
met—work down vertically and systematically until they find 
one that does [2]. This same assumption—that users’ search 
result evaluation is systematic and vertical, looking for only a 
single result—is at the heart of infinite scroll. If a searcher gets 
‘to the bottom’ of search results the design assumption 
underpinning infinite scroll is that they have not found what 
they are looking for, rather than that they are attempting e.g. 
collection understanding. Similarly, in the models that underpin 
traditional information retrieval evaluation methods, it is 
assumed that users will move down a strictly ranked list of 
search results without ever moving back up. Early eyetracking 
studies of search supported this assumption, with abundant gaze 
time spent on the first search results in a set and a direct inverse 
correlation between result rank and overall gaze time [3]. 

                                                                    
1 http://www.internetlivestats.com/google-search-statistics/ 
2 http://www.smartinsights.com/search-engine-marketing/search-engine-statistics/ 
3 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ 
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There are other domains in which ‘only-forward’ movement 
has been assumed and found lacking. Marshall and Bly 
demonstrated that physical reading is not the linear activity we 
might expect [4]; McKay demonstrated the same for digital 
reading [5]. Buchanan and Loizides [6] demonstrated that 
readers flip back and forth while selecting journal articles, even 
though they spend more time on the first page in aggregate. 
Ebook triage is similarly typified by significant flicking back and 
forth with more time spent in the earlier parts of the book [7]. 

Researchers have long understood that a single search result 
is not enough to meet all information needs; users understand 
this too [8, 9]. It is only relatively recently, however, that we 
have seen anything to challenge the only-forward assumption 
about search result evaluation. MacFarlane et al. [10] have 
demonstrated that people with dyslexia move to the bottom of 
the page and work up a list of search results, largely due to 
differences in short term memory. This means that for people 
with dyslexia, infinite scroll is an accessibility nightmare, and 
that—while they too may spend more time looking at the first 
search result—an only-forward assumption is plain wrong. 
Similarly, Thomas et al. [11] demonstrated that the difficulty of a 
search task affects the extent to which users engage with the 
result list, and that reading is far from linear and monotonic: like 
document and ebook triage it is characterised by backward-and-
forward movements. Searchers engaging in simple tasks were 
more likely to view only a few documents, whereas searchers 
with more complex information needs examined the results to 
deeper levels. The same study showed that the choice of 
documents already viewed influenced what searchers viewed 
next: they did not simply click down a list in order [11].  

Given the ubiquity of search, it is perhaps surprising that so 
little is known about how searchers actually view and move 
between search results. In this paper we present a case for more 
closely investigating how searchers examine results from a 
visual perspective, and suggest means by which this examination 
might be achieved. We first briefly describe the most relevant 
existing literatures on search and vision, then survey the history 
of search evaluation methods. We discuss previous work on 
search result evaluation, then finally describe the gaps in the 
literature, pointing to some avenues for addressing them.  

2 INTERACTION WITH SEARCH RESULTS 
The received wisdom on searcher query construction has long 
been that it is naïve. Searchers’ short, simple queries and their 
use of defaults [12, 13] have are seen as symptoms of naïveté, not 
evidence of a sophisticated effort/reward trade off with search 
systems. Recent literature suggests that in fact user strategies are 
highly adapted, and that searchers both change defaults and user 
longer queries when it benefits them to do so [14]. 

There is a similar received wisdom about search result 
viewing: searchers ‘only click on the first result’ and ‘only look 
at one page of results’. As with the clichés about query 
construction, this set of assumptions has been based on a range 
of research (e.g. [12],[15]). Recent work has provided many clues 
that searchers’ behaviour is more complex and sophisticated 
than we have typically allowed [16]. This section addresses the 

types of complexities that have been found in studies of vision 
and search result presentation, as a result of task type or 
complexity, and due to individual differences between users.  

Traditional user models of interactive information retrieval 
presume that searchers explore result pages linearly, starting 
from the top and working their way down the retrieved results 
[17]. This is also a key underlying assumption of most widely-
used IR evaluation metrics [18, 19].  

2.1 Presentation and Vision Effects 
During document selection, a high proportion of user time is 
spent reading both search result pages and candidate documents 
[20]. In both cases we might assume linear reading, but the truth 
of this assumption is open to question. 

As far back as the 60’s, researchers have known that people 
do not read every word in a page when looking for information. 
Saracevic reported that when searching for specific material, 
readers looked at very few elements, such as the title and 
conclusion of an academic paper, rather than thoroughly reading 
its entire content [21]. These findings were corroborated by 
recent studies that examined these behaviours both in print and 
online. Buchanan and Loizides studied document triage, i.e. the 
initial encounter with a document where the reader assesses the 
relevance of the document in relation to their information need 
[6]. They found that regardless of the length of the document, 
most readers spent over half of the time on the first page. 

These non-linear patterns of document reading are mirrored 
when search engine result pages (SERPs) are viewed. Eye 
tracking studies confirm that users’ attention is not evenly 
spread across the page [3, 22, 23]. The average first-fixation time 
is, unsurprisingly, inversely correlated with the document’s rank 
in the result list when averaged over many users [22]. On 
average, users’ gaze is mostly directed to the first 3 or 4 search 
results and the further from the top the item is, the less attention 
it receives. Further, if users do not see their desired result in the 
top eight results, they prefer to generate a new query rather than 
move to the second page of results. 

Thus far, the linear account appears to be intact. However, 
there are numerous counter-points. One well-established 
phenomenon is the increased likelihood of links at the very 
bottom of the first search result page being clicked, compared to 
those immediately above them [24]. The increasing availability 
of eyetracking equipment has given researchers the opportunity 
to examine this: clicks at the bottom of pages appear to follow a 
user seeing the end of the page, and choosing to click a result 
rather than navigating to the next result page. 

Eyetracking also revealed previously unseen phenomena: at 
any moment in time, the user’s attention is localised even within 
a typical result page of ten items. Thomas et al. found that 
during search, users maintain a region of interest a mere two or 
three summaries wide, continuously switching between them 
[11, 24]. In fact, searchers seldom consider any result 
independently of its immediate neighbours. Again, linearity 
proves only a partial account of actual behaviour. 

The parts of a document summary are another area where 
attention is not evenly distributed. These summaries typically 
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have three parts: the title, the URL, and the snippet. Previous 
research has studied the effect of varying these features, 
changing the length of the snippet or highlighting query terms 
in bold [22, 25, 26]. The impact of these changes, has, however, 
only been measured through clickthroughs on single summaries. 
Despite being a suitable candidate for eye tracking evaluation, to 
our knowledge there are no studies that measure the direct 
impact of these factors impact on our viewing behaviour 
Furthermore, it has been recently shown that users change their 
search tactics when the interface to a collection is altered [14]. 
Such changes are happening at a larger scale, as Google and 
other internet search engines include images, ads, and Wikipedia 
article summaries in place of the former simple result list. 

2.2  Task Effects 
Task complexity affects search result behaviour. While we might 
expect users to use navigation buttons to view search results and 
candidate documents in browser tab, this behaviour changes in 
complex task conditions. Blandford et al [27] observed users’ 
search sessions in person, and identified strategies such as using 
multiple tabs in more complex tasks. They also noted that 
concurrent search tasks affect each other, causing mutual 
interruptions and digression. Behaviour is different again for 
non-text search tasks, for example image search [28]. 

Our insight into different tasks continues to develop: e.g. 
Spina et al. [29] showed substantial differences between those 
looking for jobs, and those looking for potential employees on 
the same site. In complex tasks, searchers regularly formulate 
more queries, consult more documents per query and navigate 
across many result pages. In simple tasks, searchers often stop 
within the first result page of results, even if unsuccessful [30]. 

One key division of search tasks breaks them into three 
types: informational, navigational and transactional [31]. Studies 
have shown that these lead to different behaviours, in terms of 
query formulation, result inspection and the reading of candidate 
document. Guan and Cutrell [3] report that in navigational 
search, users expect to discover a match at very close to the top 
of the list, while in informational searches—seldom answered in 
one document—users consider more results and abandon a 
search less hastily. Liu et al, [32] showed that other aspects of 
search behaviour such as decision time, task completion time, 
and attention also vary by task type. Within a given task type, 
the complexity of the task leads to different behaviours [20]. 
Kelly et al. revealed that the cognitive complexity of the task also 
strongly influences searchers’ visual behaviour, both across 
result sets and within summaries [33]. Another predictable 
influence on behaviour is subject expertise: expert users adapt 
more sophisticated strategies when needed, and domain 
knowledge results in different scanning behaviours [30]. In a 
particular search, task effects appear to be a much stronger 
determiner of action than overall averages of ‘normal’ behaviour. 

2.3 Individual Differences 
User behaviour, from query formulation to scanpaths, varies 
between users in ways that are systemic, not idiosyncratic. 

Studies show that the-eyetracked scanpaths of individual users 
over a list of results found that they vary by factors such as 
gender, the items the user has already inspected, and the order in 
which those documents were viewed [34, 35]. Aggregated user 
behaviour appears to match simple a only-forward narrative, but 
there is clear variability according to task type and complexity, 

MacFarlane et al. [10] investigated the impact of dyslexia on a 
user’s visual analysis of search results. This revealed that many 
dyslexic users scan from the bottom rather than the top of the 
visual page. Given the prevalence of dyslexia, this is a significant 
challenge to the top-down emphasis of previous research. Blind 
users also show specific patterns, viewing fewer items in a more 
linear pattern [36], and when other users interact through the 
same audio interface, it is likely this pattern will recur. 

2.4 Summary 
User behaviour shows a number of predictable patterns that 
diverge from the only-forward assumptions that were prevalent 
fifty years ago: users change their behaviour according to task 
type, task complexity, individual differences and search result 
presentation. We now summarise the methods that might best be 
used to investigate such changes.  

3 METHODS FOR EVALUATING IR SYSTEMS 
Traditional methods for information retrieval evaluation have 
not involved humans as part of the search process: the so-called 
Cranfield method was developed in the 1960s and consists of 
three core components: a set of representative search queries, a 
set of documents to search over, and for each query-document 
pair, a human-generated judgment of whether the document is 
“about” the same thing as the query [37]. These methods have 
underpinned the evaluation approach prevalent in the TREC 
conference and many papers appearing at SIGIR. The founding 
principle of these methods is that results should be ranked in 
strict relevance order, so that the hypothetical users of any 
system evaluated in this way would see the most relevant result 
first. In principle, this is a clearly convincing manner for 
presenting documents against an information need. 

One critique of these methods from within the community 
that uses them is the heterogeneity of relevance—we cannot say, 
for a given user in a given context which results will be the most 
relevant. More relevant for the HCI community, though, is the 
series of works comparing the results of Cranfield evaluations 
with user rankings of search systems: perhaps unsurprisingly 
there is considerable divergence (e.g. [38, 39]). 

The traditional reason given within the IR community for not 
evaluating systems using actual searchers is that such 
evaluations are (relative to automated methods) time consuming 
and expensive; of course, they are also demonstrably necessary. 

Moving away from automated methods but without actively 
recruiting users is search log analysis; this has been used for 
years to evaluate library catalogues, digital libraries and online 
search systems. These studies are the ones that have led us to 
understand that users type in short queries and rarely change 
defaults (a result that in itself has recently been challenged), and 
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that they click most often on the first result and rarely move 
beyond the first page. While these studies provide a solid ‘birds 
eye view’ of behaviour, they do not allow us to examine the 
subtleties of users’ contexts nor understand their motivations. 

Diary studies are another at-a-distance method that play 
almost to the opposite strengths of log analyses: where log 
analyses are effective—capturing query terms and user clicks—
diary studies are poor. In contrast where log analyses fail—
understanding user context and motivations—diary studies are 
very effective. An early example of this is Warwick et al. [40] 
who demonstrated that people consider more search results 
when there is pressure to get the correct answer. 

Another at-a-distance method is the one used by Khoo and 
Hall [2]: they asked students to heuristically evaluate library 
systems then mined the resulting papers for attitudes to search 
in general and Google in particular. While this is not a strategy 
that could be readily used for a new search system, it did 
generate some interesting insights into search perception. It 
showed for example that users perceived Google as not 
providing ‘too many’ search results while the library systems 
they were evaluating did. This is in stark contrast to the actual 
number of results—the highly relevant search results generated 
by Google mitigate against the information overload that could 
result from the vastness of their number. 

Remote user testing, the final at-a-distance method is 
typically used allow testers access to participants they may 
otherwise not have, and to test in a slightly more naturalistic 
setting. Greifeneder [41] tested this as a method and discovered 
that distraction is a big influencer on remote testing, so this 
method should be used with caution. 

The in-person user testing that is contrasted with ‘in 
absentia’ methods (i.e. the Cranfield approach) in traditional IR 
comes in many forms [42], including formal usability testing, 
observational usability testing, and eye tracking studies. Seminal 
examples of formal usability testing of search, where there are 
predetermined hypotheses and a highly-controlled environment 
include Spool’s revelation that users enter more words in a 
larger search box. Observational user testing has proven very 
rich; from Marchionini’s early work [15] describing how people 
look for information at all through Blandford’s extensive work 
(e.g. [43]) showing that users perform differently under complex 
conditions right up to Vakkari’s recent work demonstrating user 
relevance judgements based on their search moves [44], this type 
of study has generated a wide range of insights into search. 

Finally, and most relevant to the work presented here, are 
eyetracking studies. Historically technology in this space was 
costly and had low accuracy; it also excluded anyone who 
normally wears glasses as a participant. Early aggregate studies 
confirmed that users look more at results higher in a relevance 
ranked list [45]; later studies have demonstrated the situation to 
be far more nuanced, particularly for complex tasks [11].  

While there is much we do not know about user search 
behaviour, one of the richer avenues for future investigation is 
eyegaze evaluation. We have already demonstrated that many of 
our early assumptions about how searchers examine results are 
wrong, particularly in complex situations, however we do not 

understand what users are doing in those cases. The recent 
increase in accuracy and reduction in cost of eyetracking 
systems means that for the first time it is possible to conduct 
extensive analysis of gaze during search result evaluation, 
potentially revealing much about human information seeking. 

4 WHAT ARE WE LOOKING AT? 
It is abundantly clear that users do not move only-forward 
through search results, despite the assumptions underpinning 
traditional IR evaluation. There are numerous influences on this 
behaviour, including task type and complexity, search results 
presentation and individual differences. We are only beginning 
to understand the individual impact of each influence on user 
behaviour; there is certainly no work on how they interact. 

It is clear that traditional models of information retrieval 
evaluation can provide no further insight into these problems: 
we need actual users interacting with search results in a range of 
contexts to understand what is going on. While there are many 
tools we could use to understand these issues, we argue that 
searcher gaze is one of the least-understood pieces of the puzzle.  

Search result presentation has become more complex in very 
recent time. Eyetracking has at the same time become readily 
available and relatively inexpensive. While we could observe 
users to understand their task behaviour, this would not afford 
the fine detail of eyetracking data. Understanding what users 
look at, how long they look at it for, and in what order allows us 
to understand their interactions in a way that merely observing 
their behaviour cannot, for example without eyetracking users of 
dyslexia the major differences in their behaviour from the non-
dyslexic population would be imperceptible [10]. 

While eyetracking has given researchers a closer insight into 
search interaction, there remain gaps in our methods and the 
available data. Most eye-tracking analysis has examined total 
fixation time on features such as succeeding search results  [45], 
or different parts of the detail given for each search result [25]. 
Scant attention has been paid to the scanpath between elements, 
and we lack data on how the user’s previous path influences 
their future movements. The relationship of viewing patterns 
across tabs and navigation steps (e.g. going ‘back’ a page) is also 
sparsely investigated. Given the significance of these strategies 
in observed sessions, this is a major gap in our knowledge. 

We believe that—rather than a single, general pattern of 
visual search behaviour over search results—there are many 
patterns, and that those will be influenced by task type, task 
complexity, search result presentation and individual differences. 
The interactions between these features will naturally influence 
behaviour. What we do not know—and cannot guess—is what 
these patterns would look like. A series of eyetracking studies 
investigating these dimensions could provide an initial insight 
into these behaviours, with the potential for generating a user 
behaviour model. This model could, in turn, be used to improve 
search result presentation usability and searcher effectiveness, 
and to predict searcher behaviour on the basis of search result 
presentation. It remains an open research field what that model 
might look like; we intend to begin investigating it.  
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